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BOARD DESK
MARCHING FORWARD IN MARCH – MAJOR
MILESTONES IN BUILDING THE HR PROFESSION
The month of February was one of the busiest over the
last five years for SABPP.
Not only have we been extremely busy in providing a service to the HR community, we also managed to continue
adding value in building the HR profession.
On behalf of the SABPP Exco, let us reflect on some of
these milestones and then share some exciting developments for the month of March.
On 11 February SABPP took a significant step in committing to good governance by training its new Board members on corporate governance. Top governance expert,
Terry Booysen from CGF Research Institute conducted
the training.
Says Siphiwe Moyo, Chairperson of SABPP: “As a quality
assurance, accreditation and professional body the nature
of SABPP business is about governance.
Thus, we have to practice what we preach. Ensuring that
our board members commit to the sound governance of
SABPP should give confidence to HR professionals, their
managers, learning providers, learners and other key
stakeholders that their professional and quality assurance body has its house in order.”
From my side I want to reinforce our chairperson’s words
by inviting all professional members of SABPP, as well as
our accredited learning providers to visit the SABPP office
to inspect evidence pertaining to our governance.
We are here for our stakeholders, and good governance
requires us to balance the needs and expectations of all
our stakeholders. Also, the next phase of our strategy
implementation process (2016-2020) will depend on the
quality of our leadership.
That is the reason why we also verified the qualifications
of all our board members.
I am proud to say that the minimum qualification of our
board members is an honours degree, while several have
master’s qualifications and two have doctoral degrees.
This makes our board one of the best qualified in the
country.
The CGF corporate governance training highlighted the
key roles of board members, their responsibilities, as

The new SABPP Board together with Terry Booysen
from CGF Research Institute.
well as the typical dynamics in an environment of good
governance.
The SABPP Board members have now been orientated on
these governance duties, and they are therefore ready to
steer the organisation into the future with a strong, capable and confident board.
During February we also continued with our active
involvement in industry by championing HR professionalism, competencies and standards.
Our HR audit breakfast session was a big success attended by almost 100 HR managers from four provinces.
We thank the HR leaders from the Auditor-General, ATNS,
National Agriculture Marketing Council and Sanral for
sharing their HR audit case studies with the HR Market.
In addition, this session culminated in a Special General Meeting and I want to thank our members for voting
favourably for key amendments to the SABPP charter.
These amendments were required to reflect the phenomenal growth of SABPP over the last five years and
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to strengthen our governance as required by a stronger
and more effective HR professional and quality assurance
body.
The following amendments to the SABPP Charter were
approved:
1.

The Board shall establish an Executive Committee
consisting of a Chairperson, Vice-Chairpersons, CEO
and COO [section 9(1)].

2.

The COO may act as treasurer to the SABPP, and
may perform the functions and carry out the duties
assigned to him/her in terms of the Charter, as well
as such functions and duties as may from time to
time be assigned to, or imposed upon, him/her by the
Board [section 11(2)].

3.

4.

The SABPP Board shall have the power to raise funds
in order to finance the activities necessary for it to
realise the objectives, and carry out the functions,
detailed in the Charter. This may include financing
operations through bank finance, credit card and/or
mortgage loan [section 12(1)].
The professional designations registered will be
uploaded on the National Learners Records Database
(NLRD) at SAQA when required [section 15(5)].

5.

Should a SABPP professional certificate be revoked
for whatever reason, the CEO will request SAQA to remove the relevant individual from the NLRD [section
17(4)].

In implementing the amendment to the Charter, I would
like to congratulate the COO, Xolani Mawande for joining
the SABPP Board as a fully-fledged Board member.
Welcome Xolani, we know that you will continue to add
value to SABPP as COO and Board member.
In addition to the above amendments of the SABPP Charter, the Special General Meeting was also used to issue
some special CEO awards to individuals for making an
exceptional contribution to the HR profession:
•

Derisha Pillay, SABPP Learning and Quality Officer
has done a sterling job in co-ordinating the Quality
Office of SABPP, so much so that I am inundated with
positive comments from the market.

•

Jake van der Wilden has been a member of the
SABPP Professional Registration Committee since
1995, and therefore contributed to registering thousands of HR professionals over the last 21 years.

•

Marius Pheiffer, another member of the Professional Registration Committee has been a committee
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member since 1982, and therefore contributed to
the professional registration of more than 10 000 HR
Professionals over the last 34 years.
•

Fathima Mahomed, a lecturer in HR Management
at Vaal University of Technology has been the most
active academic in the country in building SABPP HR
Student Chapters, as well as empowering her students with study and job information via social media.

Nothing excites me more than active engagement with
HR Managers. In February we worked with several HR
teams such as the Astral Group and SABC. We thank
these organisations for their commitment to the HR standards and to professionalising their HR teams.
We also interacted with students from the University of
Johannesburg and Vaal University of Technology (VUT). In
fact, a new student chapter was launched at VUT.
We thank Fathima Mahomed and Pierre Joubert for empowering the HR youth at their campus. SABPP is ready
to support these students in entering the HR profession.
In February we also launched the new series “Working
with the HR Standards” workshops by facilitating a ninemonth workshop series on the HR Standards.
The 13 HR standards are covered over an extended period
of time, thereby helping HR Managers to apply the standards one by one in the workplace, before they proceed
with the next round of workshops. Interested parties can
contact us on events@sabpp.co.za for more information
about these workshops.
On 23 February 2016 it is exactly one year since the
Minister of Justice approved SABPP HR professionals
as Ex-officio Commissioners of Oaths. We thank all HR
Managers of SABPP for fulfilling this new role with duty,
care and responsibility.
Whenever I see a SABPP stamp of a Commissioner of
Oaths I am filled with pride. Please let all other non-reg-

istered HR practitioners know of this exciting development during the month of our first anniversary.
Another highlight in February was our submission to the
Department of Higher Education and Training on the new
SETA and skills development landscape.
We thank all HR and Learning and Development Practitioners for their inputs in finalising this submission. We
do hope that these inputs will be of value to government
in streamlining the new skills development system. We
thank Mike Stuart from our L&D Committee for an excellent presentation at the Knowledge Resources Stakeholder Forum.
It was an honour to represent SABPP at the Gibs Employment Relations Forum. I presented the Employment
Relations standard as SABPP’s contribution to building
sound employment relations in South African organisations.
It was wonderful to interact with so many HR and Employment Relations Managers on that day, including a
representative of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM). Well done to Prof Albert Wocke from Gibs for
showing leadership in setting up this forum for employment relations practitioners.
We now enter the month of March and we are excited
about several key milestones this month.
Starting with the Labour market 2030 scenarios session
with Clem Sunter on 3 March, this event is positioned to
ensure that we as HR leaders guide our companies with
proper labour market planning according to clear scenarios. We thank leading scenario expert Clem Sunter for
his insights and facilitation work in helping us to empower HR executives with scenario thinking and labour
market strategies for the future.
A special word of thanks to all HR executives for contributing to this session and thereby making history in
developing the first formalised labour market scenarios
report for South Africa.
You have become true strategists and labour market
planners by participating in this key strategic session.
In addition to the Scenario Planning session, our HR Audit
Head, Dr Shamila Singh will also share the SABPP Marikana report analysis with the Association for Mining HR
Practitioners on 4 March. Dr Singh joined the HR Audit
Unit on 1 February and we welcome her to the SABPP
office as Interim Head of the Audit Unit.
Our best wishes to our mining HR Managers for their
key role in building sound HR and employment relations
practices in the mining industry. Dr Singh also played
a key role in sharing the SABPP Research Agenda with
post-graduate students of Mancosa, in particular our
research topics on HR standards, competencies and audits. We look forward to some excellent master’s studies
on this important area of HR research. Furthermore, the
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SABPP HR Audit Council will have its inaugural meeting
on 4 March.
We appreciate the leadership role of Maropeng Sebothoma for chairing the HR Audit Council.
This council will ensure the effective governance of
SABPP audits. Another group of HR Auditors will also be
trained during March.
On 10 March I will present the SABPP work on HR Metrics
at the Knowledge Resources Annual HR Directors Conference in Cape Town.
I thank them for this opportunity of updating the market
on our progress in developing South Africa’s first set of
HR Metrics.
On 18 March SABPP will add its voice to dozens of other
organisations by participating in National Anti-racism
week. In association with Mindcor we are organising a
special event on Racism and Social Media in order to
address the incidents of racism and other offensive social
media posts since January.
Please let us know if you can attend this special session
(events@sabpp.co.za) We will produce a position paper on
racism and social media as key outcomes of this session.
As HR leaders we play a key role to address racism in the
workplace and society at large. In addition, we call on all
HR professionals to live the four SABPP values of respect, responsibility, competence and integrity when they
participate in social media platforms. Hence, the need to
remind ourselves that we should behave like professionals when interacting on social media platforms.
Moreover, we need to coach and guide line managers
and employees to use these platforms in a responsible
manner, therefore clear social media policy guidelines
are needed at all organisations.
At a personal level today, the 1st of March is a special

day for me. I celebrate my 5th anniversary with SABPP
since I joined the team in March 2011. I want to thank the
SABPP Board, staff, committees, HR professionals, academics, students, learning providers, alliance partners,
suppliers and other key stakeholders for their excellent
support over the last five years. Your encouragement,
sharing of ideas, insights and suggestions made it
possible for me to drive and implement so many high
value adding initiatives. Please keep on engaging and
recommending actions to me on marius@sabpp.co.za I
am inspired by all submissions, and I commit to continue
improving the HR profession with the implementation of
our HR Voice strategy. The 1st of March is also the starting date for our new Manager: Knowledge and Innovation,
Latatia Subban who has now joined the dynamic SABPP
team.
Lathasha will be responsible for driving our strategy of
innovation and empowering you with just-in-time knowledge. Please send your suggestions to her on lathasha@
sabpp.co.za. In conclusion, let us march forward in
March.
A good month to you all.

Marius Meyer
CEO: SABPP
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COO’S DESK
New Interim Head
ademic and research work for Unisa, Mancosa,
Open University, and is the Director of Unique
Consulting Services. Shamila is doing research
supervision for Unisa School of Business Leadership, Mancosa, Regent Business School,
Durban University of Technology, University of
Kwazulu-Natal and the Institute of Marketing
Management.
She also chairs the SABPP Monitoring and
Evaluation Committee to govern the quality
assurance of accredited learning providers
as delegated to SABPP by the Quality Council
Dr Shamila Singh: New Interim Head: HR Audit for Trades and Occupations. Recently Shamila
trained the UNISA HR team on the National HR
Unit, SABPP
Standards.
Dr Shamila Singh has extensive experience as
Says Shamila: “From intangible to tangible, HR
an academic, consultant, coach and Shared
is strategic and contributes to strategy and can
Services Manager.
be leveraged to gain a competitive advantage!
She has been appointed as Interim Head of the
The HR Standards Journey has ignited the recSABPP HR Audit Unit, the first national HR audit ognition and acknowunit of its kind in the world.
ledgment of HR’s contribution to business sucShamila completed BBA, and BA (Hons) in
cess.
Industrial Psychology degree at Unisa as well
The National HRM Standard System (HRMSS)
as MBL and DBL degrees at the Unisa School of provides a measure to benchmark HR Strategy,
Business Leadership.
policies, systems, procedures, processes and
She specialises in HR Management and Corpopractices.
rate Governance and focuses on Strategy, Talent The HRMSS is applicable to all sectors and size
Management, HR Risk Management, Perfordoes not matter. The results of HR audits have
mance Management, Employment Relations
been positive and allow HR professionals to be
Management, Organisation Development and
acknowledged, affirmed, identify areas of develHR Measurement as key standard elements of
opment and celebrate HR best practice.”
the National HR Standards developed by SABPP. Contact Shamila on hraudit@sabpp.co.za or
Shamila is registered as a Master’s HR Profes+27 (11) 045 5400.
sional with SABPP.
More information about SABPP is available
She delivered several papers at local and inter- on our website www.sabpp.co.za or on
national conferences. Shamila is involved in ac- twitter @SABPP1.
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HR AUDIT UNIT ACTIVITIES
strategies for different sector

Dr Shamila Singh

The South African landscape is marred with increasing uncertainty and change.
The challenge for the country and organisations
is to remain relevant and sustainable and hence
the need to leverage human resource capability
to identify opportunities and optimise the performance of the organisation.
The National HR Standard provides HR professionals with a framework to optimise the performance of human resource departments.
The HR Audit measures organisational HR strategies and practices against the National HR Standard.
The HR Audit Unit endeavours to provide training,
advise, conduct HR audits, convene conferences
and conduct research to continually refine and
improve industry HR practices and approaches.

• To optimise the performance of the HR Audit
Unit through good financial practices and to
ensure sustainability

The strategic objectives for the HR Audit Unit are:

To achieve the above strategic objectives SABPP
HR Audit Unit embarked or will embark on the
below mentioned activities amongst other still to
be scheduled in the first quarter of 2016.

• To create awareness of the HR Systems Standards Module through targeted marketing

• To Improve the governance of the HR Audit
Unit through the efforts of the Audit Council
• To engage and involve auditors in facilitating
HR Standards training, conduct audits, present
at conferences, conduct workshops, participate in continuous professional development
programmes and do research
• To review and refine the audit methodology
• To do research on the HR Standards and HR
Audits and contribute to the body of knowledge

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE FIRST QUARTER
Date

Event

04 February

HR Leader from Air Traffic Navigation Services (ATNS), Audit General South Africa (AGSA), National Agricultural Marketing Council (NAMC), and South African National Roads Agency Limited
(SANRAL) presented the HR audit findings at a breakfast session to 94 attendees from industry

08 February

Internal Auditor Training: IPMZ

18 February

HR Standards Training: RAF

29 February

HR Standards Training: Tradestream

02 March

HR Standards Training: AIDC

08 March

HR Audit: Road Accident Fund (RAF)

17 March

HR Audit: AIDC

14-16 March

HR Auditor Training

30-31 March

HR Auditor Training: Public Investment Corporation (PIC)
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SPECIAL AWARDS DURING THE
SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
On the 4th of February 2016
SABPP held a special general
meeting as discussed elsewhere in this newsletter. We
used the opportunity to honour
great men and women who
have contributed outstanding
achievements to the HR profession. Among those honored
were:
a. Fathima Mahomed (Lecturer at VUT)
b. Christine Botha (Former
SABPP Head: HR Audit)
c. Jake Van der Wilden
d. Marius Pheiffer
e. Derisha Pillay

FAREWELL TAMMY NICHOLSON
Last month we bid farewell to our Marketing Intern Tammy after
serving as in intern for 8 months. We thank Tammy for choosing
SABPP as a place to kick start her career and we wish her all the
best in the future.

WE WISH SARIE
VENTER WELL
Our staff member Sarie Venter
had an operation which went
successfully.
At the time of writing this Sarie
is now discharged from hospital
and recovering well at home.
We wish you a speedy recovery
Sarie.
The office is not the same without you.

DERISHA PILLAY
RECEIVES CEO
RECOGNITION
AWARD
We congratulate our very own
grown timber Derisha Pillay
for receiving the CEO recognition award last month. Derisha
joined SABPP in January 2015
as an HR Intern from University
of Johannesburg and wasted
no time in impressing everybody. In August 2015 she was
appointed as the LQA officer
and made her mark. Derisha is
a team player who goes out of
her way to satisfy clients. Well
done Derisha!
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MEMBER BENEFITS
GET HELP WITH YOUR EVERYDAY ISSUES.

WANT TO KNOW WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE THE BEST

SABPP has an alliance with HR Forum which offers a
FREE email group-based help line for the sort of tricky
issues that come up daily.

HR PROFESSIONAL?

Topics covered in the past month or so included:
•

Working from home policies

•

Social media policies

•

Smoking policies

•

Can fixed term employees join the union?

•

How to use a witness statement at a CCMA hearing
when the witness has departed for overseas

•

Employee rights to performance bonuses on termination

DOES YOUR HR TEAM
MEET THE NATIONAL HR
STANDARDS?
If you require a high level presentation to your HR team,
please contact us on marketing@sabpp.co.za and we will
gladly send an HR leader to your organisation.

ADVERTISING HR JOBS
HR jobs can be advertised cost effectively on the HR
VOICE, reaching thousands of HR practitioners. Please
contact marketing@sabpp.co.za.

REGISTER NOW!

professional@sabpp.co.za

•

Leave for union activities policies.

You send in your query, it gets made anonymous by the
Forum facilitator, and circulated to members, who then
come back (very quickly usually) with good advice based
on solid experience.

REGISTER FOR THE
HR FORUM
To register for the Forum, please send an email to
humanresources@hrforum.co.za.

JOIN OUR
DISCUSSIONS
LINKEDIN/SABPP
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IT TOOK EIGHT DENTISTS TO CHANGE THE FACE
OF THE PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE WORLD.

1941. War is tearing the world apart. Eight South
African dentists realise that the risk of incapacity –
and therefore the loss of their livelihood – is severe.
But they’re graduate professionals. Smart thinkers.
So they come up with an innovative solution.
Pool their resources, for the greater good of all.
And so PPS is born.
75 Years on, that same value – mutual benefit
– is still at our core. We pride ourselves on
understanding the world, needs and wants
of graduate professionals, and taking
solutions to their needs.
Because that’s the world that created us
in the first place.

For more inspirational stories like this, visit pps.co.za

Life Insurance

Investments

Financial Planning

Short-Term Insurance

Medical Aid

PPS offers unique financial solutions to select graduate professionals with a 4-year degree. PPS is an authorised Financial Services Provider
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FUTURE BLINDNESS – AN INDEX OF BIAS FOR LEADERS
Dr Morne Mostert, Director of the Institute for Futures
Research and President of World Leadership Day
The future presents tremendous opportunity. Indeed, one
might argue that it is the only thing that ever does.
It is often assumed that hard work and determination are
sufficient for future success.
As we discover the ever-increasing complexity of the
present, largely expected to grow incrementally in future,
the capacity of leaders to see the opportunities presented
by the future, to sense where opportunity may be created,
and to perceive the viability of options is now becoming
key to the pursuit of organisational success.
One way of interpreting this capability is that it is part of
the cognitive suite of competencies essential for leadership decision making.
This cognitive suite may include various thinking modalities, some of which have been discussed in previous articles. One critical cognitive competence is strategic thinking, previously discussed using the Income Prescripts 5i
Framework. Another modality is systems thinking and
systemic leadership, examined for its liberating mindset.

Others may include design thinking, analytical thinking,
creative thinking and innovation.
These competencies also form part of the intellectual
domain of leaders, discussed in a previous article in relation to the Eleven Lenses Framework.
This article now examines yet another of these critical
competencies, namely future thinking.
This modality is distinct from other forms of thinking
mentioned above, in that it presents, at its very foundation, a concern not for past performance or present
detail, but for the nature and opportunities presented in a
time yet to come.
Perspectives on the study of the future range across a
wide spectrum from those gazing into crystal balls, to
statistical modellers who seek the perfect formula, to
cynical defeatists who argue that future blindness is an
inevitable characteristic of the linear nature of time and
that the future can only be unveiled as it occurs.
This writer argues that some degree of anticipatory competence is indeed possible.
READ MORE AT WWW.HUMANCAPITALREVIEW.ORG

Published by Knowledge Resourses
Knowledge Resources has genorously made
a 12 month free subscription available to
SABPP registered professionals.

SIGN UP
hrri@sabpp.co.za
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LEARNING AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ACCREDITATION / LEARNING PROGRAMME APPROVAL
The Board has approved the following training providers on their accreditation applications:
Ikhwezi Management and Training
Institute Pty Ltd

SAQA ID: 57712 (LP 93950), FETC:
Generic Management : Human
Resource Support, NQF Level 5, 150
Credits

ENJO Consultants CC

FET Certificate: Human Resources
Management and Practices Support
SAQA ID: 61592 (49691)
National Diploma: Human Resources
Management and Practices SAQA ID:
67463 (49692)

Situational HR Trainers cc

Unit Standards 115753,12153, 117877,
252214, 11286, 116927,10170, 10980,
12140, 264398, 11911, 252034, 10981,
117870

ACADEMY OF YORK

Skills Programme - Distance Learning Marketing & Customer Service
Management, NQF Level 5, 29 credits
Unit Standards: 10050 / 230070 / 10053
/ 12138

KLM Empowered Human
Solution Specialist Pty Ltd

National Certificate: Productivity
(SAQA ID: 49793)

Conflict Dynamics CC

Unit Standards 114226, 119939,
15326, 119952, 13952, 114274, 119941,
255514, 11286.

MSC Education Holding (Pty) Ltd

FET Certificate: Generic Management
SAQA ID: 57712 (93950) &
Skills Development Facilitation - Unit
Standards15228, 15218, 12138, 15232,
15217, 15221, 252041(15222)
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WORKSHOP ON PREPARING YOUR ANNUAL TRAINING
REPORT (ATR) AND WORKPLACE SKILLS PLAN (WSP)
Join SABPP as we explore proven, powerful and practical applications on the development and preparation of SETA
Annual Training Reports (ATR) and Workplace Skills Plans (WSP).
A detailed discussion around how the following can influence and have an impact during the development and preparation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Current training trends
Challenges in the Learning and Development Arena
Impact of implementing the new occupational qualifications
Have you considered the company vision & mission and its goals and the critical skills required to achieve the
company objectives.
Consequence of using incorrect Occupational – OFO Code on the sector report.

Don’t miss out, join us on this HALF-DAY HANDS-ON workshop with your laptops and calculators.
Speakers: Mr N. Vassan, Dr Wynand Goosen, Janelle Gravett, Dr Deonita Damons
Date:
17th March 2016
Time:
8.00 – 13.00
Venue:
Hackle Brook Conference Centre, Craighall
Cost:
R 650.00 – SABPP Members, full-time students R 450.00 and R 800.00 non-members (plus Vat)
Target Audience: HR Managers, HR Consultants, Training Providers, Facilitators, Learning and Development Practitioners, Skills Development Facilitators (SDF); Freelance consultants that support companies and SMME.

MESSAGE FROM MONITORING COMMITTEE:
This team under the leadership of Dr Shamila Singh will
provide tips and guidelines on Assessment and Moderation Practices which will be shared in the form of a workshop for SABPP Constituent Assessors and Moderators

whereby they work through a range of portfolios.
These workshops will be hosted at the SABPP venue.
To facilitate the revised monitoring templates for 2016
which will be shared with all providers by May.
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MESSAGE FROM EXAMINATION COMMITTEE:
This team is under the leadership of Dr Deonita Damons mentioned that in 2016 SABPP will pilot the Final Integrated
Summative Assessments (FISA) examination whereby training providers must volunteer to participate in the development script. This script is prepared by the SABPP Examination Committee which will be administered in November to
December 2016 sitting.
The committee will provide the relevant communications, including invigilation instructions and student guides, together with exemplar questions in July to August 2016.

MESSAGE FROM QUALITY COUNCIL FOR
TRADE AND OCCUPATION (QCTO)
All training providers must provide learner enrolment and achievement on a quarterly basis commencing with immediate effect.
This information will help track how many learners are participating on qualifications and skills programmes which is
quality assured by SABPP.
This data will assist in helping the Board on realigning to current qualifications to occupations such as:
1.
2.
3.

Human Resources Clerk with its related specialisation
Human Resources Consultant with its related specialisation like Employee Relations / Organisation Development
Human Resources Manager.

It is mandatory that providers be inspected termed “SPOT-CHECK” by the Learning & Quality Assurance Department
of SABPP, the outcomes hererof must be shared with the Monitoring Committee and the individual provider.

FACEBOOK/SABPP
LIKE OUR PAGE
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MESSAGE FROM CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (CPD) COMMITTEE:
The following providers were approved DURING January to February towards Continuing Professional Development (CPD):
SAGE HR and Payroll

- Annual Labour Law Seminar CN16CPD0018SABPP
5 Feb. 2016 to 4 Feb. 2017
- Annual Payroll Tax Seminar CN16CPD0019SABPP
5 Feb. 2016 to 4 Feb. 2017

Ethics Monitoring and Management Services

- Choosing To Be Ethical CN16CPD0020SABPP 10 Feb. 2016 to 9 Feb. 2017
- Ethics Is Your Responsibility Too CN16CPD0021SABPP 10 Feb. 2016 to 9 Feb.
2017

Masterclass Events (Pty) Ltd

- HR Metrics for Practitioners CN16CPD0023SABPP 12 Feb. 2016
to 11 Feb. 2017

Nkayelo Training & Conferencing

- Workshop on Job Analysis and Descriptions, Job Evaluations and Grades
CN16CPD0024SABPP 12 Feb. 2016 to 11 Feb. 2017

Maison Management and Investment Services

- Strategic Management and Business Planning/Strategies for Growth and
Business Development CN15CPD0005SABPP 18 Feb. 2016 to 17 Feb. 2017

Please refer to the website for details on the SABPP CPD POLICY
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INDUSTRY NEWS

STRUCTURAL CONFLICT – WHAT DOES IT MEAN
AND WHAT IS THE HR PROFESSION’S CONTRIBUTION
TO RESOLVING IT?
Penny Abbott, SABPP
As societal issues exert more pressure on everyone in
South Africa today, we hear more and more about structural conflict.
One of the pillars of the SABPP’s National HR Competency Model is Duty to Society and one of the three
outputs of this pillar is “Structural conflict is resolved
(conflict which arises from societal structures and
inequalities)”.
According to mediators1, conflict could be categorised
into five types:

•

Relationship Conflicts
Relationship conflicts occur because of the presence
of strong negative emotions, misperceptions or stereotypes, poor communication or miscommunication,
or repetitive negative behaviors.

•

Data Conflicts
Data conflicts occur when people lack information
necessary to make wise decisions, are misinformed,
disagree on which data is relevant, interpret information differently, or have competing assessment
procedures.
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•

Interest Conflicts
Interest conflicts are caused by competition over
perceived incompatible needs where one or more of
the parties believe that in order to satisfy his or her
needs, the needs and interests of an opponent must
be sacrificed. Interest-based conflict will commonly
be expressed in positional terms.

•

Value Conflicts
Value conflicts are caused by perceived or actual incompatible belief systems. Value disputes arise only
when people attempt to force one set of values on
others or lay claim to exclusive value systems that do
not allow for divergent beliefs.

•

Structural Conflicts
Structural conflicts are caused by forces external to
the people in dispute. Limited physical resources or
authority, geographic constraints (distance or proximity), time (too little or too much), organisational
changes, and so forth can make structural conflict
seem like a crisis.

From the above definitions, we can see that many of the
current conflicts that are happening fall into this structural conflict category and as such, may seem difficult to
resolve and, in particular, difficult for HR practitioners to
influence.
But sometimes the actions of various social groupings

1
2
3

contributes to the problem rather than resolving it. According to University of Pretoria professor Lorenzo Fioramonti: “SA has the worst labour-employer relationship
in the world. No matter how many CEO’s complain about
this state of affairs, it is clear that this is the result of a
two-way dynamic: bad business practices are as much to
blame as the behaviour of unions. Indeed, exploitation
is a form of structural violence … bad working conditions
have become widespread across our society, not only in
the informal sector.2”
Professor Brian Ganson, of UCT’S GSB and head of the
Africa Centre for Dispute Settlement, points out3 that
infrastructure development, beneficial as it might be,
can cause tensions over water, land and job creation and
sometimes friction leads to outright violence. Therefore
it is important to do a careful stakeholder mapping prior
to investment and to adopt a sustainable relationship
management approach. “When conflict occurs, the great
majority of company managers, community advocates or
government personnel will be unprepared to manage or
defuse the conflict. Integrated systems for risk-identification and conflict-management will in most cases not be in
place. Without a more significant effort in conflict-prevention, the achievement of important strategic objectives of
a broad range of role players will be at risk”.
Companies are heavily affected when societal, structural
conflict is unresolved and violence erupts. Employees are
directly affected as well as interruptions to access, logistics and other problems. It is therefore in the interest of
employers to understand where conflict is simmering and
to assist in preventing escalation. The Marikana shooting
of miners is an instructive example of the effect of structural conflict on the community, employees, the employer,
the industry and the economy.
Says Mediator.com: “It can be helpful to assist parties in
conflict to appreciate the external forces and constraints
bearing upon them. Structural conflicts will often have
structural solutions.
Parties' appreciation that a conflict has an external
source can have the effect of them coming to jointly address the imposed difficulties.”
HR practitioners, through their knowledge of human
behaviour, and their training in conflict resolution and
risk management, should be in a good position to assist
employers to prevent and resolve structural conflict.
Looking at structural conflict, how to prevent it and how
to resolve it, is another way of expressing the importance
of social capital, as outlined in my chapter on The Role of
Social Capital, in the Knowledge Resources publication,
The Role of the Chief Human Resources Officer.

http://www.mediate.com/divorce/pg17.cfm
Opinion piece in Business Day, January 2016
The Art of Preventing Conflict, Business Day, 19 January 2016
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INDUSTRY SNIPPETS

LATEST TRENDS IN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
A recent report by the Top Employers’ Institute highlighted the following three trends:

•

Forced rankings are becoming a thing of the
past;

•

•

91% of Top Employers [worldwide] say they
consistently re-align goals during the year in
response to changing business needs.

Regular coaching and feedback is an essential
element of an effective performance management culture;

ARE WE READY FOR BEST PRACTICE?
Global predictions for 2016 for HR have recently been
published by Bersin (research arm of Deloitte) and are
summarised as follows:
1.

2.

Digital HR Arrives—Changing the Way HR Organizations Design and Deliver Employee Solutions.
The prediction is that Digital HR will change the way
we think about HR programs, service delivery, and
how we curate and design the employee experience.
The Need to Improve the Employee Experience and
Harness People Data Drives the Stampede to Replace
Dated HR Systems.
Here the prediction is that organizations will continue to replace core HR systems with integrated cloud
technology, but it will be expensive, time-consuming,
and may not deliver on all of the talent management
tools we need.

3.

New Models of Talent Management Emerge—Creating a New Generation of Talent Management Platforms.
Bersin predicts that a new generation of performance
management, recruitment, learning, wellness, and
employee feedback systems will arrive, supporting
new models and tools for people management.

4.

The Rush to Replace and Reengineer Performance
Management Accelerates around the World. It is
predicted that debate and discussion about performance management will continue; many companies
will reengineer and experiment with development and
feedback-rich performance management solutions;
bigger vendors will be playing catch-up.

5.

Engagement, Retention, and Culture Persist as Top
Priorities—With New Feedback and Analytics Sys-
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tems Coming to Market.
6.

7.

8.

9.

The prediction is that realtime feedback, culture assessment tools, and other
ways to capture and measure employee feedback will
become a major new discipline within HR and business.Global Leadership Development, Coupled with
Career and Talent Mobility, Takes on a Fresh New
Focus. Mentoring and Coaching Grow Rapidly. In this
regard it is predicted that companies will continue to
struggle with leadership development; leaders will
advance young leaders faster, push new leadership
models, and spend more money on end-to-end leadership programs. Mentoring and multigenerational
support programs will grow and proliferate.
The Revolution in Corporate Learning Continues as a
New Model Evolves. Bersin by Deloitte predicts that
learning teams will focus more on “experience” and
less on “program design,” and end-to-end design
thinking will spread throughout L&D; curation and
knowledge-sharing will grow.
Diversity and Inclusion Merge with Key HR and
Business Strategies—To Move Well Beyond Compliance and Become a Strategic Part of Business. It is
predicted that inclusion and diversity will become an
integral part of talent, HR, and business strategies
at all levels. Companies not focused on this area will
rush to catch up and learn.
People Analytics Accelerates Its Growth—Evolving to
a Mainstream Program in the HR Function. In terms

of People Analytics it is predicted that it will start to
enter the mainstream of HR; many jobs will open up
and amazing new stories of success will help us all
to learn; new sources of data will start to feed the
analytics team
10. The HR Profession Leaps Forward as a New Breed
of HR Leaders Enter the Stage. Bersin has quite an
optimistic prediction that for the first time in almost a
decade, HR teams will be celebrated publicly and we
will stop reading articles about “the end of HR.”
The report with comprehensive discussion of all the
predictions can be downloaded at: http://marketing.
bersin.com/predictions-for-2016.html?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRons6vAd%2B%2FhmjTEU5z16OgkWKG2iokz2EFye%2BLIHETpodcMTcpmNbvYDBceEJhqyQJxPr3MK9YN1thtRhfrAQ%3D%3D.
For many HR practitioners in South Africa today, these
predictions seem like science fiction, as we struggle to
maintain HR service in the face of daily challenges.
How do we get out of this rut and move towards a platform where we can hope to achieve global best practice?
We at the SABPP believe that the answer to this lies in
our HR Management System Model and Standards which
give a road map to basic, integrated HR practices that will
build a solid foundation from which best practice can be
achieved.
Moreover, successful HR Audits against the National HR
Standards will provide an opportunity for the HR teams to
celebrate (see prediction 10) .
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION – IT CAN BE DONE
In 2011, targets were suggested by a Government-backed committee (the Davies Committee) that
FTSE top 100 companies should have 25% female representation by 2015.
At the time, the representation was 12.5%. Only four
years later, and even though the target was a voluntary
one, the target has been exceeded – 26.5% of directorships are held by women and there are now no
male-only boards among FTSE 100 companies .
It seems that the Chairmen (usually male) of the companies were specifically targeted to support the target,
and this has worked.
The Davies Committee has now set a new target of
33% and extended the coverage to the top 350 companies. The CIPD said the long-term goal “should not be
anything but 50 per cent”, adding that the “visibility of
female executive directors — those actively involved in
the day-to-day decision-making and strategy creation”
was crucial.
The CIPD wants the government to set a voluntary target for at least 20 per cent women executive directors
in FTSE 100 companies by 2020 — double the current
level.
A CIPD policy report entitled “Quotas and Targets – how
do they affect diversity progress?” can be downloaded
from http://www.cipd.co.uk/binaries/quotas-and-targets_june-2015-how-affect-diversity-progress.pdf and
is an interesting read in the context of recent court arguments in South Africa over Employment Equity plans.

EMPLOYERS FAIL TO IMPLEMENT EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
Thanks for Tony Pace of HR forum for the following:
Note this extract from the Commission for Employment Equity:
Companies listed in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) and multinational companies operating in the
country in different sectors, and government departments were identified for assessment.
Since 2010 to date, over 200 employers in the private
sector and in government have been assessed.
During this process, employers presented the following challenges:
• Limited or no use of proper job evaluation systems
by employers;
• Employers were unable to provide justifiable reasons
for salary disparities;
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• Some employers use confidentiality as a defence
mechanism to resist providing Income Differential
information as per the requirements;
• Reluctance by employers to implement corrective
measures to address pay disparities as part of affirmative action measures in their EE Plans; and
• Absence of a Remuneration Philosophy and Policy
that directs and guides remuneration and benefits in a
manner that is free from unfair discrimination for each
employee at the workplace.
ACHIEVEMENTS
In the course of assessing Income Differentials, employers started to comprehend the need not only for
addressing the issue of unfair discrimination based on
pay, but the need to follow a fair process as well.
They demonstrated their commitment by including affirmative action measures in their Employment Equity
Plans (EE Plans) approved by the Director-General
(DG) for implementation, which included the following:
•

Conducting of salary audits on an annual basis to
be able to identify any income disparities that may
prevail due to policy, procedure and/or practice
and

•

Setting aside budgets to specifically address
anomalies in pay due to unfair discrimination.

The SABPP’s Fact Sheet on Equal Pay audits (November 2015) provides useful guidance on how employers can
avoid compliance orders through conducting well planned and executed Equal Pay audits.

@SABPP1
JOIN THE DISCUSSIONS
#hrstandards
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PARTNERSHIPS

BUILDING SCALABLE SOLUTIONS FOR ECONOMIC
INCLUSION
By Maryana Iskander, CEO, Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator
A report recently released by Pali Lehohla, South Africa’s
Statistician General, shows that the country’s youth unemployment crisis is moving in the wrong direction.
The unemployment rate for young people aged 15-24
years increased to 51.3% in 2014, constituting the largest
increase among all age groups (Stats SA, Labour Market
Dynamics Report, April 2015).
The solutions to this alarming statistic point to the need
for urgent collaboration to address the quality of education and align it to market needs. The more pressing
question, however, is: What about the current generation
of young people whose education and social circumstances prevent them from accessing the job market and
whose education eliminates them from securing employment, especially skilled employment?
At the Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator we have,

over the past four years, developed solutions to overcome
these barriers. Our research indicates that young people
identify a range of barriers to seeking employment: most
indicated that there were no jobs in the area where they
lived, followed by financial constraints like transport and
airtime costs to look for work. These young people are
typically living in households of between 4 to 11 people
where the typical source of income is a social grant. If
someone in the household is working, they are supporting
at least 4 other people.
At Harambee we have learned that the biggest barrier
of all is the lack of access to a network – many jobs are
not formally advertised or advertised through social
networks, which means that high-potential young people
without this access are already at a disadvantage.
Yet, young people are determined to overcome these
barriers, even reporting their willingness to move closer to jobs – in one survey conducted
by Harambee, 13% of candidates told us they moved in
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the last year to be closer to a job.
Candidates who found jobs through Harambee reported
that once employed they contributed to household income. Young parents reported that as a result of employment, they could now afford improved childcare arrangements.
These direct benefits of employment are important and
support Harambee’s efforts to place 15,000 young South
Africans with over 150 corporate employers.
Yet, creating a “network” effect is an important way to
scale impact for the future.
Harambee creates a “network” to connect employers and
first-time work seekers. We recruit candidates where
existing corporate recruitment networks do not reach,
assess their competencies to match them to jobs where
they are most likely to succeed, we then deliver high
quality work readiness programmes that directly address
the risks identified by employers, and work with employers to support retention. We are harnessing the power of
“network effects” to scale solutions for young workseekers.
Can young people sell?
Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator got into sales
by failing first. In our first year of operation, we placed
young candidates in sales roles and weren’t succeeding.
So we took our sales bridge offline for almost a year to
really dig deeper into sales environments and redesign
for success.

Now that we’ve cracked it, here’s what we learned along
the way.
We know from research that if a young South African can
keep their first job for a year, they are far more likely to
remain in employment for the rest of their lives.
For Harambee, this means making sure first of all that
young people are the right match for sales and then
bridging with the skills and attributes as well as the mental and emotional fortitude required to succeed.
Sales is tough. You have to work long hours and remain
positive through rejections and setbacks.
Young people often must also set aside other goals in
order to pay full attention to their jobs, especially at the
start of their careers. But it’s worth it.
Entry level sales people who hit their targets can earn
upwards of R40, 000 per month from being previously
unemployed.
Harambee’s Formula: Confidence, Resilience. And then
the training and technical stuff.
At Harambee, we spend as much time selecting the right
person as training them.
Our selection methodology is focused on appropriate
matching for sales.
First, geographic matching has to be right as sales jobs
often have low base salaries with a commission earnings
structure. A young person without any financial cushion
(the profile of Harambee candidates) won’t be able to
afford a sales job – no matter how well they sell – if they
can’t cover basic transport costs from their salary before
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commission.
Second, we ensure that our scientific assessment battery
measures a person’s aptitude for selling.
This comes from a combination of psychometric tests,
interviews by psychologists to assess resilience, as well
as role plays that give us a more hands-on barometer of a
young person’s confidence.
Our experience busts the myth that extroverts are better
salespeople.
Our matching methodology looks for confident and
resilient young people (extroverts and introverts alike)
who can make the task, manage rejection, and have the
energy to do it over and over again.
The right match is important but not enough. A young
person may match a sales profile but they still need tools
to succeed in the job.
This is where we use the Harambee bridge to let a young
person “choose” a career in sales after they see how
tough it will be.
The Harambee sales bridge is designed to look for batteries, not light bulbs.
Does the young person exhibit the energy required for
a long day of selling, dealing with rejection, and coming
back early the next morning to start over again?
Can they sort out the home and family support required
for managing very long hours of shift work including adequate childcare and reasonable transport expenses?
Is the young person ready to potentially delay their studies until they have gotten on their feet in a sales job?
The bridge replicates what we learned young people need
in the job:
•

Candidates sell products on the bridge to see what
it really takes and if they can do it well. This teaches
them how to wow customers, handle objections, be
empathetic, listen and build rapport. We also get

them to go out and buy and then debrief about the
experience of being a customer.
•

They are given technical training on topics like objection handling, but are driven by peer competition and
keep the profits of their sales as a reward.

•

They sell on shift schedules to make sure they are
ready for the world of shift work. The Harambee
bridge can be designed to replicate the shift schedules candidates will face in the job so that they can
prepare themselves and their families for what is
required.

•

Knowing what it takes to sell face-to-face or over the
phone, we make a big investment in voice (projection,
pace, pitch) and language proficiency and clarity to
build rapport and empathy with the customer.

•

We also have to help candidates develop the other
skills they need in the job. For example, many Harambee candidates have never used a computer
before and they have to learn to capture data, toggle
between multiple screens, and engage with clients
while they are also selling.

•

During this intensive period our team of bridging
managers observe candidates morning to night,
checking to see if they have the energy, behaviours
and emotional maturity to succeed in a competitive
field.

Having successfully placed candidates in sales roles
across many sectors like insurance, banking, retail, and
hospitality, Harambee is showing that young people can
sell, and can even outsell people with more experience!
We are helping employers access a new pool of young
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people who can become the sales success stories of the
future. That is a win for all concerned.
Hiring young people with a disability?
Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator has sourced
over 1000 candidates with disabilities and share three
lessons from the first year of our journey.
Lesson #1 Is Your Business Case Clear?
Hiring disabled young people makes good business
sense. Studies show that people with disabilities (PwDs)
are often more loyal, less likely to job hop, and can connect extremely well with customers - particularly disabled customers.
Moreover, technological advances have removed many
obstacles for disabled people in their aspirations to pursue careers of their choice.
And employment equity targets currently at 2% are likely
to increase based on recently released 2011 census
figures in South Africa showing the disabled population
to be at 7.5%. This means that the demand for disabled
candidates will increase across all employment sectors.
Our experience is that employers want to hire disabled
candidates but simply don’t know how to source, assess,
prepare and support them for success in the workplace.
Slowly and steadily, we are learning in partnership with
employers what it takes to reduce risk to deliver success.
Three questions have emerged as key to ensure a successful integration of disabled employees:
1.

2.

Do I have a disability integration strategy co-created
by senior managers, and is there buy-in from line
management? Are there any environmental, attitudinal or organisational barriers to integration?
Have I honestly audited my reasons for embarking on
this journey – is it a numbers game or is my longterm intention true diversity in the organisation?

For example, recent placements of disabled candidates
into the retail sector have taught us that while the strategic intent of executives is crucial, without operational line
management buy-in the process stalls.
Emerging best practice confirms the importance of preparing your teams before onboarding disabled staff – by
running sensitisation courses and ensuring line-managers co-create the necessary job requirements to ensure
they are relevant when implemented on the ground.
Adapting the physical environment can be as simple as
buying a taller chair, or installing a piece of software on
the employee’s PC.

Lesson #2 Preparing Disabled Young People for Work
Takes Practice and Partnership
At Harambee, we have learned what many employers
know: Sourcing suitable disabled candidates is tough.
We have found that building credibility and trust with the
various organisations who work with disabled communities takes effort and investment, and is the only way to
access large pools of candidates.
We have ensured that Harambee’s reputation for ethical
practice and our brand-power is starting to open doors
for us – something we must commit to carrying through
in all our dealings with disabled candidates.
Young people with disabilities suffer the same blocks to
employment as do all youth who are locked out of the formal economy – with the added obstacles of their physical,
mental or medical conditions. This means that we have
had to adapt our value chain to ensure we are appropriately accommodating those who apply.
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For example, our screening tools are designed for people
with good vision, so visually impaired people struggle to
complete our numeracy tests, or score very poorly.
To get around this we’ve learned to adjust our screening
measures so true potential can be seen, and invested in
appropriate software to make our PC testing accessible.
Additionally, we’ve widened educational requirements
to include the 80% of PWDs that did not have access to
grade 12 education in the South African schooling system.
Finally, we’ve learned that disabled youth have some
incredible strengths.
For example, being blind can help someone be great at
connecting with customers on the telephone, while physically handicapped people are often good problem solvers
with lots of resilience.
Mentally handicapped candidates even are often preferred for roles such as shelf-packing and sorting, where
attention to detail and affinity for repetitious tasks are
desirable.
Deaf candidates excel in noisy workplaces such as foundries and panel-beating shops.
Disability inclusion requires flexibility right through the
value chain – but the reward for making these adjustments typically exceeds the initial investment.
Lesson #3 Walking the Talk – Hiring at Harambee
Finally, we know that to properly support employers in
their disability integration journey, we need to make that
journey ourselves.
Harambee is advised by disability integration experts
who help ensure our screening, training and placement
processes are sensitive to the full spectrum of needs our
candidates and employer partners may have.
They also offer support in preparing employers’ HR processes and staff readiness for PwD inclusion.
We continue to adapt Harambee’s sourcing processes
to accommodate the full range of candidates; we have
broadened the education and age criteria used in selection to increase our pool of disabled candidates; and we
have developed a customised intake process with psychologists trained to administer it.
This has led to successfully including PwDs on bridges in
Johannesburg, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and East London and facilitating their placement with employers.
A further step is Harambee’s commitment to recruiting
disabled staff into our team. We have exceeded the 2.5%
employment equity target and intend to keep growing.
A key investment was disability integration training and
sensitisation across all of our teams across the country
with specialised training for our core team dealing with
PwDs.
And we have learned what many in this field already

know: that ensuring that disabled people are part of our
teams and bridges is a great way to teach us all about
diversity.
That makes our staff and candidates better able to relate
to people different from themselves in the workplace.
“Employers have recognised for some time that it's smart
business to have a diverse workforce - one in which many
views are represented and everyone's talents are valued.
Well, disability is a part of diversity.” - Thomas Perez.
Where will future entrepreneurs come from?
If South Africa is to deal with its unemployment crisis on
a long-term and sustainable basis, it desperately needs to
grow the number of entrepreneurs it produces.
This is the only way for the country to start creating very
large numbers of jobs, especially for its young people.
But how does a young person successfully set up a small
business from a standing start?
At Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator, we believe
that employment can be a good route into entrepreneurship, as it gives a young person exposure to what it takes
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them in establishing proper hiring procedures, onboarding processes, and support to build a successful relationship with a new employee.
Harambee has successfully done this work for a wide
range of SMEs that include insurance brokerage, hospitality, call centres and office administration.

to run a small business before they attempt to start their
own. Our belief is that young people who work in small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) may be better equipped,
when the time comes, to start them.
A third of South Africa’s established small businesses
hired extra staff in 2013, a rare bit of positive news for the
more than 2,5 million young South Africans who are not
in education, employment or training. But while this is a
good start, it is not enough to make a serious dent on the
unemployment statistics or to deliver on the National Development Plan’s (NDP’s) ambitious job creation targets.
Research shows that some 90% of jobs will be created in small and expanding firms and at present firms
hiring less than 50 employees account for 68% of private
employment, and 77% of all hiring, in South Africa. Some
70% of young people worked for firms employing less
than 50 people, official data show.
Harambee, a public-private partnership that has placed
10,000 young people with nearly 100 South African businesses, provides an SME-focused offering to its employer
base because we recognise the potential that these businesses have to provide opportunities to young people who
are hungry for work and aspire one day to start their own
small busines-ses.
Since piloting the SME offering last year, we’ve learnt how
the needs of small businesses are very different from
large corporates:
#1 They don’t have large HR departments and need
support.
Without the established human resources infrastructure
of bigger organisations, SMEs require Harambee to assist

#2 They hesitate to hire if they don’t find a fit and need
matched candidates.
Unlike larger firms, SMEs tend to be managed by their
owners who understand that chemistry and organisational fit, which are always important, are especially vital
in firms with small numbers of staff. When hiring, SME
owners want to ensure the people they hire reflects their
culture and values and that they can do the work that they
are being hired to do.
This means historically they looked to their own networks
for staff – 41% of firms cited word-of-mouth recommendations as their main recruitment channel – and are
reluctant to fill a role if they don’t trust the source recommending potential staff to them.
Harambee’s highly developed matching service provides a
solution that gives SME owners confidence they are interviewing candidates that are a fit for their business.
From a recruitment perspective, SMEs are unable to
effectively screen large volumes of potential applicants to
find the right new staff.
They therefore seek to minimise the number of applicants
to avoid this problem, potentially missing out on good employees.
Harambee’s matching solution ensures they are able
to consider a much wider pool of talent than they could
access on their own.
#3 They need help onboarding young employees to ensure everyone is set up for success.
Once an SME decides to hire, we have learned they need
support to ensure successful onboarding. Harambee is
using experience gained in servicing large organisations
to look at how to create postplacement support for both
employee and employer.
This includes a toolkit for SMEs with all the paperwork,
forms and other information they need to manage a formal employment relationship.
Furthermore, new employees also get “live” support from
Harambee to help them make the transition into their
new jobs and to help with some of the unique challenges
of working in a small business like playing many different roles in the business and having to manage with less
induction, training and employee support than what may
be provided in a large corporate environment. We believe
these experiences will help young people prepare them-
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selves for the realities of entrepreneurship and what it
really takes to make a small business succeed.
How is it going so far?
Early feedback is that Harambee is innovating to successfully meet the needs of SME employers.
One employer commented on a new Harambee hire by
saying, “he has become the most important person in the
team … he does whatever he can to respond to requests,
and approaches each task with real Harambee enthusiasm and energy … What excites us the most is his passion
for learning and jumping into anything that helps the
team and helps him grow“.
Another employer who runs an independent cinema had
real issues recruiting via newspapers for his front of
house roles.
As his need was urgent, he decided to give Harambee a
try and with only two days’ notice, Harambee presented
three matched candidates to him for interviews. He hired
two and the third interviewee (for whom he didn’t have
a vacancy at the time of interview) was invited to join a
few days later as the employer didn't want to let him get
away!
We will keep you updated on Harambee’s journey to grow

a pipeline of talent for small businesses and potential
future entrepreneurs for South Africa!

Harambee achieves 10,000 jobs target

Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator (“Harambee”)
has doubled the number of young people it has placed
into employment in the last six months. Harambee
announced in early 2014 that it had placed 5,000 young
people into work and has now doubled this number to
assist 10,000 young people successfully enter the formal
economy.
Founded in 2011, Harambee established its three-year,
10,000 jobs target in partnership with National Treasury’s
Jobs Fund, its founding social investor Yellowwoods, and
a growing network of employers who hire first-time job
seekers into their organisations.
“Our remarkable growth in three years reflects the commitment of South African businesses and government
– as well as young people themselves – who are all doing
their part to make a meaningful impact on the crisis of
youth employment,” said Maryana Iskander, Harambee
CEO.
“We have grown from five founding employers to a net-
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work of 100 large and small business partners across the
economy in retail, hospitality, financial services, insurance, business process outsourcing, professional services, manufacturing, logistics, technical and industrial
sectors.”
The not-for-profit company has now reset its growth
target to place 10,000 first-time job seekers into employment annually, and bring 500,000 young people closer to
the labour market over the next five years. “The Harambee model has been built for scale, rapid innovation and
real solutions that address the supply-demand mismatch
in the South African economy.
Employers struggle to find the right entry-level talent,
and young people struggle to access available jobs.
Fixing this mismatch is Harambee’s value proposition to
the market and to young people,” Iskander said.
The Harambee model is based on research showing that
if a young person can earn and keep a first job for at least
12 months, it increases the likelihood that they stay productively employed in the economy over their lifetime.
Extensive data tracking systems measure candidate’s
tenure in work and Harambee is currently meeting or
beating industry retention averages in all sectors.
Within the financial services and insurance sectors,
one in four Harambee candidates is promoted within
the first year.
HOW IT WORKS
Harambee works closely with employers to identify appropriate entry-level opportunities and then methodically
sources young people who struggle to access employment, predominantly through a lack of social networks
and financial means to look for work.
Harambee uses a proven screening and assessment
methodology to scientifically match candidates to suitable opportunities and then puts successful candidates
through a work-readiness intervention to ensure they
have the tools to succeed in the world of work. Every
candidate who comes to Harambee receives tools and
support to empower them in their own journey to
employment.
The result of this has been an additional 1,250 young people who reported that through Harambee’s work seeker
support programme, they were able to secure their own
jobs.
CHANGING MINDSETS
Harambee’s model is proving that South African employers can access a new, untapped labour pool with
promising results. Harambee’s research has shown the
value of scientifically matching young people based on
their potential and aptitude, and then providing them with

work-readiness bridging to succeed in the world of work.
Employers and government are seeing the upside of forward investing in South Africa’s youth to benefit business
and society as well as families and communities.
Employment for young people – Learning by doing
The Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflections
(MISTRA), the National Planning Commission and Yellowwoods convened a conference at Spier Estate near Cape
Town to drill deeper into practical programmes to speed
up the absorption of young people into economic activity.
Over twohundred union, business, academic, civil service
and political leaders took part.
By Joel Netshitenzhe* As featured in the City Press on
21st September 2014
Last week, the Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflections (MISTRA), the National Planning Commission
and Yellowwoods convened a conference at Spier Estate
near Cape Town to drill deeper into practical programmes
to speed up the absorption of young people into economic
activity. Over two-hundred union, business, academic,
civil service and political leaders took part.
The detail of the outcome is important, as it adds to the
pool of ideas contained in, among others, the National
Development Plan (NDP), the Youth Accord and programmes of the National Youth Development Agency
(NYDA). But the event should inspire a new confidence
from other perspectives as well.
Firstly, the very composition of the gathering does send a
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message that mini-compacts are possible to attend to the
many challenges that the country faces.
While the NDP calls for a social compact to attain Vision
2030, it is building blocks such as these that will impel
the forging of such a compact.
Secondly, the conference was organised around very
specific themes that relate to the experiences of young
people. Critical among these is that employment is more
than paid-for work. It enables social integration and allows young people to progress to independent adulthood.
Inversely, long term unemployment can create negative
social circumstances in communities, especially among
young people who feel both disconnected and rejected;
undermining the self-esteem required for them fully to
experience their own rites of passage in their communities.
Thirdly, case studies of practical programmes to address
this mismatch were examined.
One such experience is the Harambee Youth Employment
Accelerator that seeks to address this discrepancy as it
applies to youth who have passed matric. Opportunities in
infrastructure, information technology, the services sector and small and micro-enterprises, among others, were
examined to identify the demand-supply mismatch.
Harambee and McKinsey estimate that the number of
jobs currently available in South Africa stands at some
1.25-million; while the number of unemployed young
people is at 3.5-million.
As participants at the conference agreed, innovative

approaches are required to ensure that the employment
ecosystem works for both the unemployed and the prospective employers.
Among these approaches is the issue of social networks
that connect young people to opportunities. Only 12% of
jobs are advertised; while the overwhelming majority are
filled through social networks.
Further, employers complain that when young people access these opportunities, many are not ‘work-ready’; and
so, additional training, as well as cultural and psychological preparation is required.
Huge expenses are incurred to sustain the job, or there
is a parting of ways after a few months – at huge cost
to employer and employee alike. Another observation
from these practical programmes is that a good mark in
mathematics can be even more important than a matric
certificate.
This is because the most active employment sectors currently are retail, finance and business services.
Harambee and other such initiatives seek to bridge this
divide before the young person enters the work environment.
For instance, simply improving the numeracy level of a
young job-seeker can be a game-changer in accessing
such opportunities as being a supermarket teller.
All this speaks to the fact that medium-term tasks should
be complemented by immediate practical measures to
reduce the employment barriers for young people, and to
render the task of taking on new workers less stressful
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for the employers.
With regard to education, participants at the conference
agreed that South Africa needs more urgently to attend
to the ironic fact that poor teaching and learning happen
precisely in poor communities.
This perpetuates the reproduction of poverty, with its
racial, gender and rural dimensions. The question is
whether the countless programmes and projects to improve educational outcomes are being implemented. And
the answer lies not only with government; but also with
teachers and their unions, parents and communities.
Of course, supply-side measures such as improved
education should go along with the actual creation of job
opportunities.
Otherwise the country will merely succeed in raising the
educational level of the unemployed.
Experience during the last decade has shown that this
can be done – with direct benefits for young people.
For instance, during the years of high economic growth,
between 2002 and 2008, the rate of unemployment among
those aged between 25 and 34 years was reduced from
34% to 26%.
South Africa, like the rest of the African continent, is
experiencing a youth bulge that can be a major advantage
for any country’s development path. But for this to be
turned into a demographic dividend, requires that young
people are absorbed into economic activity. Otherwise
this can turn on its head to become a basis for social
instability.
Discussions at the Spier conference showed that these
and other problems can be tackled, if there is co-operation among all the role-players. Critical though is that
accords, plans, agreements and programmes should be
implemented, and their effectiveness should be assessed
on continuous basis so that we are able to learn from
doing.
* Joel Netshitenzhe is the Executive Director of the Mapungubwe Institute MISTRA: www.mistra.org.za.
A lost generation of workers: finding sustainable solutions for economic inclusion
A report released this week by Pali Lehola, South Africa’s
Statistician General, shows that fewer than one in five
skilled workers in South Africa is black.
A report released this week by Pali Lehola, South Africa’s
Statistician General, shows that fewer than one in five
skilled workers in South Africa is black.
This despite 20 years of democracy and comprehensive
affirmative action and employment equity policies being
put in place.
Everybody whose job it is to prepare young people for the
world of work should be called to account.

Schools, universities, colleges and employers must all
shoulder the blame for this failure to develop the country’s greatest resource – its people – and we must all take
accountability for ensuring that this statistic changes in
the next few years.
The report highlights the youth unemployment rate of
36.1% and the low percentage of skilled black workers,
which stands at 17.9%.
The solutions to this alarming statistic are obvious and
we, along with 200+ business, political and social leaders,
debated them at a conference last week which was hosted by Yellowwoods, MISTRA and the National Planning
Commission, on Accelerating Youth Employment.
Specifically, we highlighted the need to fix the primary
and secondary education systems and ensure that tertiary education becomes more closely aligned with the skills
demand so that education meets the needs of the market.
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These suggestions point to the need for urgent collaboration to address the quality of education and align tertiary
education to emerging market needs.
The more pressing question, however, is this: !hat about
the current generation of young people whose education
and social circumstances prevent them from accessing
the job market and whose education eliminates them
from securing employment, especially skilled employment?
At the Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator, we have
over the past three years, developed solutions to overcome these barriers.
Our key learning and the one we have worked painstakingly to change in the employer mind-set is that education is not the only proxy for success at work.
Of far greater benefit for getting young people into work is
understanding their potential in relation to the job.
By focusing on an individual’s fluid intelligence, i.e., their
learning potential, we are able to understand the extent to
which a young person can acquire new knowledge, think
conceptually and solve problems independently.
These are the key skills required in the work environ-

ment. With them, anything can be achieved.
We all know that if the opportunities to learn have been
poor then the derived competencies – such as numerical
ability and literacy - are poor.
But South Africa’s employers need to recognise that this
doesn’t mean we can ignore the young people affected by
poor education.
We need to focus instead on learning potential rather
than specific competencies when evaluating young people
for jobs.
Harambee’s experience is clear.
By using fluid intelligence as a key measure of ability
we have widened the available pool of employable young
people.
The net result is the good news in the face of the Statistician General’s bad news: over 80 South African employers, spanning seven sectors, have hired 10,000 young
people from the Harambee work-readiness programme
into full time employment.
This will ultimately make a greater improvement to youth
unemployment in the market than any other organisation
has done to date.
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EVENTS
WORKING WITH THE HR STANDARDS
Intensive, practitioner-led
working sessions to share
experiences and develop solutions on each of the Standard
Elements.
Nine Half day / breakfast sessions to cover all the Elements,
or pick those which are particular priorities.
It is recommend that the first
and last session be attended
by all delegates, even if you
are a specialist, because
these sessions will provide the
framework for HR specialist
work.
Click here for more info.

March to September 2016

27 Oktober 2016

Breakfast sessions on each
Architecture element

Half day

Workforce planning March 17th

HR Service Delivery

Learning and Development April 21st

HR Technology

Performance Management May 26th

HR Measurement

Reward and Recognition June 23rd
Welness July 21st
Employment Relations Management
August 25th
Organisation Development
September 27th
R 1 800 plus VAT

R2 500 plus VAT

RACISM IN SOCIETY, ETHICS WORKSHOP - FOUNDATIONS
SOCIAL MEDIA AND 20 April 2015
• SABPP Ethical Competencies – personal ethics
THE WORKPLACE IN HR Management plays a critical role in the success of an
2016
• Case study – ethical re18 March 2016
The Wanderers Club, Illovo,
Johannesburg.
In support of National AntiRacism week (14-21 March)
the SA Board for People Practices (SABPP) and Mindcor
invite you to this special morning event to discuss racism in
society, social media and the
workplace in 2016.
Click here for more info.

organisation, and this role
cruitment
cannot be played successfully
unless HR practitioners be• Post-workshop assignment
have ethically themselves and
also energetically drive and
support the creation and sustenance of an ethical culture
in the organisation.
Workshop 1 – Foundation
Personal ethical values and
behaviour
• SABPP Code of Conduct

For more info or to
book, email us on
events@sabpp.co.za
or call
011 045 5400.
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STUDENT CHAPTER
BE DETERMINED, FOCUSED AND ACHIEVE!
Not only do first-year students
not understand what is expected of them, even when they are
clear on those expectations,
they don’t know how to go
about meeting those expectations.
What a privilege it was on the
3rd of February 2016 for the
Kingsway first year students
to have people like Elizabeth
Dhlamini-Kumalo and Xolani
Mawande motivating HRM students during their orientation
to be destined for greatness
as the year begins and as they
were reminded that they have
talents and gifts that they need
to follow.
All first year students were
also excited to hear about the
SABPP Student Chapter that
will provide all the support for
the students as they begin their

journey in the HRM Profession.
At the moment we are already
receiving student’s applications
so make sure that you also
send yours through if you have
not.
First years let 2016 be your

year, study hard, be determined
and stay focused.
For more info contact:
students@sabpp.co.za
Thembi Mkansi
HR Intern

EMAIL: students@sabpp.co.za • REGISTRATION FORM: hrvoice.co.za/Students/register.pdf
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